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Household Moving & 
Relocation Service

University of California Award
Our PODS® cooperative contract provides public sector agencies with moving and storage solutions for both residential 
and commercial markets. When organizations choose PODS® cooperative contracts through OMNIA Partners, they will 
receive savings and value that goes beyond costs. By using cooperative contracts, the cost of goods and services are 
ultimately reduced by aggregating the purchasing power of public agencies nationwide. As a PODS® partner, OMNIA 
Partners is dedicated to bringing cost-effective moving and storage solutions to the public sector.

The University of California contract #2020002705 has been competitively solicited and publicly awarded and is 
available nationwide through OMNIA Partners, Public Sector. This simplified process enables organizations to quickly 
engage PODS services and solutions.

Who is PODS?
PODS® is an industry-leading provider for moving and storage solutions serving both residential and commercial 
markets across the United States and Canada. Established in 1998, PODS pioneered the innovative portable storage 
concept that is flexible to the modern customer and the unique demands of business today. Since its founding, the 
PODS network has completed more than 700,000 long-distance moves, exceeded 4 million deliveries, and has a fleet 
with over 220,000 PODS containers in service. 



Contact PODS
OMNIAPartners@pods.com

(844) 434-7637
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Contract Solutions: Storage, Moving or Both
Adaptable Moving & Storage

 • PODS steel-framed storage containers can be conveniently placed in a single parking space with little   
 clearance space. They can be kept on-site, kept at a PODS storage location, moved locally or across the  country.

Scalable Solutions

 • PODS for Business serves both large and small organizations alike. With our nationwide network of transportation,  
 we’re able to meet you whenever and wherever need be. Additionally, you can mix and match container sizes to  
 create the right storage solution for your projects.

End-to-End Logistics

 • We offer custom solutions for any organization or public agency. Whether it is distributing cargo among locations,  
 renovating facilities, or meeting a short-notice delivery window, PODS for Business has an adaptable logistics   
 solution for you.

Portable Storage For Campus Needs
Campus Renovations - Move forward with campus construction and remodeling to enhance the student experience, 
maintain staff efficiency, or to improve safety with PODS storage containers. Store project supplies, furniture and dorm 
contents inside our units, which can be locked and kept on the job site.

Physical Distancing - Make space on your campus for social distancing to reduce COVID transmission by using PODS 
containers to store excess classroom furniture and equipment. Our containers can be kept as long as you need them 
for, whether it’s a few weeks or several months.

Inventory and Supplies - Store PPE, textbooks, classroom furniture, medical supplies, athletic equipment, band 
instruments, and more. Whether on campus or away at tournaments and competitions, PODS containers are an ideal 
inventory management solution.

Seasonal Storage - At all times of year, PODS has school storage solutions to keep your maintenance and holiday 
inventory protected. Seasonal equipment for groundskeeping to special decorations for annual celebrations can be 
securely stored in an on-site container or at a PODS Storage Center.

Athletics and Events- Athletic equipment demands vary throughout the year. PODS portable storage containers and 
secure on-site storage solutions can be put to work for your athletic departments year-round as well as support the 
needs of all student life activities. Keep supplies for school plays, Greek life, graduation ceremonies, sports tournaments 
or fundraising events close at hand.


